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The Ames Fire Department lost 
not only a fire fighter on March 
17, but also an avid bike rider and 
proud kilt wearer who was de-
scribed by all who knew him as one 
of the warmest and selfl ess people 
they ever knew.
Ames emergency personnel 
and other community members 
joined the friends and family of the 
recently deceased fi refi ghter, Steve 
Buser, in honoring his life.
Firefi ghters, police offi cers and 
others stood with hands to their 
head, saluting as Buser’s loved 
ones made their way to the Ames 
City Hall’s auditorium for the 3 
p.m. service. The sound of a bag-
pipe fi lled the space.
This and a kilt belonging to Buser 
displayed on the stage represented 
Buser’s Irish heritage.
The stage also displayed his two 
bikes and T-shirts, including one 
made for his biking team for the 
annual RAGBRAI, which he par-
ticipated in every year.
Scott Mills, who owns a match-
ing shirt to the one that hung on 
the stage, spoke of his memories of 
Buser. He was Buser’s best friend.
The two biked side by side al-
most every year. Mills described 
Buser as the protector, as Buser 
pointed out any hazards that he 
saw on the road, making sure all 
were safe.
The two, along with their wives, 
met while geocaching. Mills said 
he and his wife, Carrie Mills, found 
their best friends.
“To you Steve, thank you for be-
ing my friend,” Mills said. “I don’t 
deserve it and I certainly didn’t 
earn it, but I’ll take it.”
Mills made three promises when 
on stage: that he wouldn’t swear 
during his speech, and that he 
wouldn’t speak of Buser in the 
past tense.
His fi nal promise was to become 
a better father, husband and hu-
man being in general in honor of 
the type of man that he remembers 
Buser to have been.
All of those who spoke, including 
the minister and fellow Ames fi re-
fi ghter, Lt. Doug Neys, brought up 
many of Buser’s shameless quirks.
He liked to cook fi sh, stinking up 
the entire kitchen in the fire sta-
tion. Neys said the only time they 
could keep him from producing 
this smelly food was when another 
fi refi ghter cooked fajitas.
Neys described the bond be-
tween those working at the same 
fi re station on the same shift.
“We work together, sweat to-
gether,” Neys said. “We eat to-
gether. We laugh together. We 
bleed together. We go through pain 
together. We beat up our bodies 
and see images that normal people 
don’t see and we do that together.”
Ames Fire Chief Shawn Bayouth 
brought up some statistics from 
the last 15 years of Buser’s 17 years 
of service.
During that time, Buser an-
swered well over 3,000 incidents 
and spent more than 20,000 hours 
on duty at the fire stations. Dur-
ing an averaged month, Buser 
responded to more than 270 emer-
gency calls.
After a fl ag and Buser’s helmet 
were presented to his wife and 
daughter, Angie and Braxton Bus-
er, the sound of dispatch sounded 
from overhead. This was Buser’s 
final call. “Thank you for your 
service, fi refi ghter Buser,” the dis-
patcher concluded.
A senior in mathematics is start-
ing a petition in an effort to fi nd her 
own replacement for the newest 
vacancy in Iowa State’s adminis-
tration.
“ISU is in search of a new presi-
dent and Fred Hoiberg is the most 
ideal candidate,” the petition 
reads.
First started on change.org, the 
petition was started by Elizabeth 
Haut. As of Thursday morning it 
had 47 supporters.
A search for a new president 
comes after the announcement 
Monday morning that President 
Steven Leath will be resigning 
from his position from Iowa State 
to become the president of Auburn 
University in Alabama.
And as rumors circle about who 
will become the next president of 
Iowa State, many students, alumni 
and Ames community members 
have taken to social media to weigh 
in on who they feel will serve the 
position best.
“[Hoiberg] is charismatic, has 
the Ames community behind him, 
has a very good reputation with 
alumni,” Haut writes in the peti-
tion. “And most importantly, he is 
beautiful.”
Hoiberg is the current Chica-
go Bulls basketball coach – his 
Twitter handle, however, reads: @
ISUMayor32.
Previously, Hoiberg was the 
men’s basketball head coach be-
tween 2010 to 2015. He obtained 
the nickname “The Mayor” after 
receiving write-in votes during the 
1993 Ames mayor race.
Others, however, are aiming 
higher for Iowa State’s next presi-
dent – including asking Barack 
Obama.
“RT if you want @BarackObama 
as the new Iowa State president,” 
Allen Lazard tweeted.
The petition hopes to be de-
livered to Iowa Board of Regents 
President Bruce Rastetter. Rastet-
ter, who announced his plans to 
not seek another term after his 
current one ends in April 2017, 
also has rumors circling around 
his name as the next Iowa State 
president.
“Iowa Sen. Dvorsky just said 
rumor at capitol has Iowa Regents 
President Bruce Rastetter as pos-
sible next Iowa State president,” 
said The Gazette reporter Vanessa 
Miller in a tweet.
Rastetter put this rumor to bed 
Wednesday, however, in an inter-
view with the Des Moines Register.
 “I have not heard that ‘til today, 
and I’m fully employed at Summit 
and intend to keep it that way,” 
Rastetter, CEO of Summit Agricul-
tural Group, said.
The Iowa Board of Regents 
hopes to hold a special meeting 
soon to discuss the presidential 
transition at Iowa State. Leath said 
Monday he intends to work closely 
with the regents to help select an 
interim when he leaves.
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Student suggests Fred Hoiberg as next president
By Alex.Connor
@iowastatedaily.com
Korrie Bysted/ Iowa State Daily
An Iowa State student started a petition Wednesday night asking that former Iowa State 
men’s basketball coach  Fred Hoiberg become the next Iowa State president.
Katlyn Campbell/Iowa State Daily
The Campanile sits proudly on Central Campus. It was constructed in 1897 and is a memorial to Iowa 
State’s first dean of women.
Jennifer Suchan, senior asso-
ciate registrar at Iowa State, has 
been named interim registrar as 
of Monday, succeeding Laura 
Doering.
Doering was named the as-
sociate vice president for enroll-
ment management and student 
success in February.
Doering has served as registrar 
since 2012. Her transition from 
the office of the registrar to the 
office of the senior vice president 
for student affairs was made of-
ficial Monday.
As associate vice president for 
enrollment management and 
student success, Doering will 
oversee the admissions, student 
financial aid and registrar offic-
es, and the enrollment research 
team, learning communities, 
student support services pro-
grams and Educational Talent 
Search/Upward Bound.
Upon her selection, Doering 
approached Suchan with the 
opportunity to serve as interim 
dean.
“It was really her decision,” 
Suchan said. “If she felt con-
fident in that decision, I was 
willing to step up and take on 
that responsibility and take ad-
vantage of the opportunity I’ve 
been given.”
Suchan has served as senior 
associate registrar since 2015. 
She worked as assistant registrar 
at the University of Northern 
Iowa from 2010 to 2015 before 
her appointment at Iowa State. 
Suchan said she has been very 
pleased with her transition.
“Iowa State is an incredibly 
impressive and very forward-
thinking institution,” Suchan 
said. “I’m so excited for these 
next couple of months and being 
able to do this.”
As interim registrar, Suchan’s 
responsibilities will include serv-
ing at division cabinet meetings, 
where she will act as the voice 
of the registrar on a variety of 
university committees, strategic 
planning and budgeting. She will 
also retain her role as senior as-
sociate registrar.
A search for the next registrar 
is slated for the fall.
Suchan said that she is un-
certain about her interest in a 
permanent role as registrar, but 
she is enjoying the opportunity 
to serve in an interim capacity.
“I’m interested in learning 
more about the role,” Suchan 
said. “I’m just taking it day by 
day and learning about the needs 
of [Iowa State].”
Interim 
registrar
announced, 
settling into 
new role
By Nik.Heftman
@iowastatedaily.com
Campanile rooted in tradition
The still of the summer heat is interrupted by the 
chime of bells.
A faithful colleague of all Iowa Staters stands watch-
ing the sweat drip off the backs of returning students.
It listens to the sigh of relief when the sun hides 
behind a cloud. It welcomes students back to another 
year of homework and tests.
It stands, omnipotent, as ecology labs venture to 
study shade and sun leaves. It sings at another pro-
posal. It watches as a nervous freshman walks by in 
his fi rst semester, and leaves a confi dent senior in a 
blink of an eye seven semesters later.
Commonly known as the Campanile, it welcomes 
us all back with the bells of Iowa State.
The keeper
Located in the center of Iowa State’s campus 
stands the Campanile, an icon of the university. The 
freestanding building towers over the middle of the 
land-grant college at 110 feet, watching students on 
their daily walks to class.
Walkways lined with trees cover the 50,000 bricks 
that form the Campanile – a word stemming from the 
Latin campana, meaning bell. In the fall, the Campa-
nile juts above the brilliant colors of cardinal and gold, 
and the sound of 50 solid brass bells is challenged with 
the crunch of leaves.
The familiar sound of bells shared by students 
and faculty is produced by an instrument housed 79 
The bells 
of 
Iowa State
By Audra.Kincart
@iowastatedaily.com
BELLS p4
Community honors firefighter’s life
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Steve Buser is carried away after his memorial service at Ames City Hall on Thursday. 
He  was found unresponsive at Fire Station No. 2 on  March 17. 
By Danielle.Gehr
@iowastatedaily.com
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CORRECTIONS
In the article “Iowa State’s 
TreeCYcle” in the Thursday, 
March 23 edition of the Iowa 
State Daily, the infographic 
incorrectly stated that the 
lumber was used in Iowa pri-
sions when in fact it is sold to 
Iowa Prison Industries for use 
at Iowa State.
The Iowa State Daily wel-
comes comments and sug-
gestions or complaints about 
errors that warrant correction. 
To submit a correction, please 
contact our editor at 515-294-
5688 or via email at editor@
iowastatedaily.com.
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The second session in 
a three-event series fo-
cused on TopHat was held 
on Thursday. Read the full 
story online at iowastate-
daily.com.
The Office of Equal Op-
purtunity hired Nora Ryan 
as their new inclusive ser-
vices coordinator. Read 
the full story online at io-
wastatedaily.com.
Curious about the water 
fitness classes available by 
Iowa State? Go online to 
check out the recap from 
the spring pool party held 
Thursday.
Reggie’s Sleepout is 
an annual event support-
ing Iowa Homeless Youth 
Centers (IHYC) and the 
many homeless youth 
in central Iowa. Reggie’s 
Sleepout will takeover 
Ames on Saturday at Jack 
Trice Stadium beginning 
at 3 p.m. For coverage, go 
online to iowastatedaily.
com or follow reporters 
@thealexconnor, @emi-
lyblobaum and @emily-
barske on Twitter.
Ready, set, risk! Dani-
ella Levitt held a lecture 
on taking risks essential 
to women’s careers on 
Thursday. Read the full 
story online.
Just in case you missed 
some of the photos taken 
this week, we’ve compiled 
the photos too good not to 
share in print and online at 
iowastatedaily.com.
CALENDAR
March 24
Ellis: Island of Dreams: 10 
a.m. to 11 a.m. at Stephens 
Auditorium. Ellis Island 
was the entry point to the 
land of dreams for count-
less immigrants from 1892 
to 1954. This story follows 
family trials, heartbreak 
and triumphs and helps 
reestabl ish the under-
standing that we are truly 
a nation of immigrants. 
Cost: $4 advance, $5 door.
Softball: 4 p.m. at Cyclone 
Sports  Complex.  Iowa 
State vs. Texas Tech.
Walk-In Paint Your Own 
Pottery: Feminists Unite!: 
4 p.m. to 8 p.m. at The 
Workspace .  An  inc lu -
sive evening celebrating 
Women’s History Month. 
Say what you need to say 
through a quote or im-
agery on your pottery. A 
feminist is anyone who 
believes in equality for 
women, so all are wel-
come.
Cost: Studio fee ($4 ISU, 
$5 public), plus cost of 
bisque.
Brunnier in Bloom: Flow-
ers After Hours: 6 p.m. 
to 8 p.m. at Brunnier Art 
Museum, 295 Scheman 
Bldg. Stop and smell the 
roses at opening night of 
University Museums’ an-
nual Brunnier in Bloom. 
This event showcases the 
talents of floral designers 
as they are challenged to 
create arrangements in-
spired by works of art on 
exhibition in the Brunnier 
Art Museum. On opening 
night you will be the first 
to hear who the judges 
choose as this year’s win-
ners, while enjoying mu-
sic, light refreshments, 
and mingling with the flo-
ral designers.
Cyc lone  C inema: Why 
Him?
Channel: Student Union 
Board: 7 p.m. at Carver 
H a l l  101.  T h e  S t u d e n t 
Union Board presents Cy-
clone Cinema! Showings 
are FREE in Carver 101 at 
7 and 10 p.m. every Thurs-
day, Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday. 
International Festival of 
Women Composers: 7:30 
p.m. at Tye Recital Hall, 
Music Hall. The festival, 
now in its 21st year, was 
founded by ISU adjunct 
assistant professor Miri-
am Zach.
The Way Down Wanderers
Channel: Student Union 
Board: 9 p.m. at the M-
Shop. Cost: $8 Students / 
$12 Public.
March 25
Day of Insects: 8 a.m. to 
4:30 p.m. at Reiman Gar-
dens. Our annual Day of 
Insects brings together 
professionals, academics, 
advocates and enthusiasts 
of all levels from across 
the country to explore and 
celebrate entomology (the 
study of insects).
Brunnier in Bloom: 11 a.m. 
to 4 p.m. at Brunnier Art 
Museum, 295 Scheman 
Bldg.
Celebrate spring and the 
current exhibitions during 
Brunnier in Bloom, the 
Museum’s annual pairing 
of beautiful art and fabu-
lous flowers. This event 
showcases the talents of 
floral designers as they 
are challenged to create 
arrangements inspired by 
works of art on exhibition 
in the Brunnier Art Mu-
seum. Visitors will be able 
to cast their vote for the 
People’s Choice award and 
participate in a silent auc-
tion and raffle for prizes.
Softball:12 p.m. at  Cy-
clone Sports Complex. 
Iowa State vs. Texas Tech.
Cyc lone  C inema: Why 
Him?
Channel: Student Union 
Board: 7 p.m. at Carver 
H a l l  101.  T h e  S t u d e n t 
Union Board presents Cy-
clone Cinema! Showings 
are FREE in Carver 101 at 
7 and 10 p.m. every Thurs-
day, Friday, Saturday, and 
Sunday. 
Amara P iano Quartet : 
7:30 p.m. to 8:30 p.m. at 
Martha-Ellen Tye Recital, 
Music Hall
Members of the Ames Pi-
ano Quartet include Boro 
Martinic-Jercic, violin; 
Jonathan Sturm, viola; 
George Work, cello; Mei-
Hsuan Huang, piano.
March 25
Softball
12 p.m. at the Cyclone 
Sports  Complex.  Iowa 
State vs. Texas Tech.
All events and descrip-
tions courtesty of the Iowa 
State events page at ia-
state.events.edu.
The following are photos 
taken in the past week 
but were not featured in 
print. Taken by Iowa State 
Daily photographers, these 
photos share no common 
theme but were too good 
not to share.
Ryan Young/Iowa State Daily
Matt Thomas puts up a layup against Purdue in the second round of the NCAA Tournament last Saturday 
in Milwaukee, Wisconsin. Iowa State fell to the Boilermakers 80-76, ending its season.
Alec Giljohann/Iowa State Daily
Hongming Weng, senior researcher at Iowa State, lectures to 25 students Monday in Physics Hall 
about condensed matter physics, searching for analogues of high-energy particles in solids.
Jack MacDonald/Iowa State Daily
Ebony Williams, graduate student in human development and family studies, was awarded the Gender 
and Sexuality Research Award on Wednesday during the Gender and Sexuality Equity Awards Ceremony.
Emily Blobaum/Iowa State Daily
Three young women mourn the loss of Ames firefighter Steve Buser on Sunday outside of Fire Station 2 
on Welch Avenue. Buser died last Friday after being found unresponsive at the station.
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Although it may seem hard 
to grasp to some students, 
homelessness is a growing 
problem in the City of Ames.
In the same city which 
boasts one of the most beau-
tiful campuses in the coun-
try, the ugly truth is many 
Ames residents are found 
not knowing where they will 
spend the night.
Carrie Dunnwald, director 
of the Ames Emergency Resi-
dence Project, sees fi rsthand 
the epidemic of homeless-
ness which Ames community 
is facing.
“Homelessness is a huge 
issue in Ames, in 2015/2016 
we’ve served 680 people 
alone,” Dunnwald said.
The Ames Emergency 
Residence Project provides 
emergency shelter housing 
for men, women and families 
who have no place to stay. In 
addition, the organization 
provides assistance to those 
who fi nd themselves close to 
homelessness.
Many in Ames fi nd them-
selves just on the verge of 
homelessness, a statistic 
on the Ames ERP website 
claims 5,900, or a quarter 
of all households, in Story 
County have an income low 
enough to qualify for Habitat 
for Humanity housing.
This alarming statistic 
has not been updated since 
Dunnwald took over for the 
agency and she feels today 
that number may be on the 
low side and there are even 
more at risk of being home-
less.
“With how many applica-
tions we get every week for 
homeless assistance, and we 
are one of six agencies pro-
viding homeless assistance, 
I would say that seems pretty 
low,” Dunnwald said.
The issue of homelessness 
is not an easy thing to defi ne. 
Homelessness is an issue 
facing so many and for many 
different reasons.
“The issue of homeless-
ness looks as different as 
each person,” Dunnwald 
said. “We have some people 
living in tents, we have some 
people living in cars, we have 
some people living in boxes 
under bridges.”
There is no clear reason a 
person may become home-
less as well. According to 
Dunnwald many homeless 
are fully functioning with full 
time jobs, while others are 
mentally ill and unable to get 
or hold a job.
Dunnwald feels homeless-
ness is a growing problem in 
Ames. A large factor leading 
to this is the increasing cost 
of housing in the city. An-
other factor contributing to 
this problem is the simple 
fact that many jobs do not 
pay well enough for many to 
afford housing.
Another point brought up 
by Dunnwald was that you 
used to be able to work a job 
at minimum wage and afford 
housing, which today is not 
the case.
“As long as those factors 
continue to worsen it’s going 
to become more and more 
difficult for people already 
on the brink of poverty to get 
out,” Dunnwald said.
The affl uence of Ames can 
sometimes seem to benefit 
many while hurting a minor-
ity. Another issue that leads 
towards more and more fi nd-
ing themselves homeless 
is the development of new 
property, sometimes over 
existing cheaper property.
“A lot of the development 
that’s gone up that I’ve been 
aware of has been unafford-
able housing for the people 
we are seeing,” Dunnwald 
said.
When looking at the solu-
tion to such a complex prob-
lem it can be hard to know 
where to start.
One aspect in which Ames 
is succeeding is in the num-
ber of resources available to 
those struggling with home-
lessness, although these re-
sources don’t always receive 
proper funding and are un-
able to help everyone.
The roots of Iowa State origi-
nate with agriculture, and more 
than 150 years later, students 
still have the opportunity to 
pursue careers in dairy and 
food science, keeping with the 
tradition of providing for Iowa 
and the rest of the country.
Iowa State and the Midwest 
Dairy Association teamed up 
Thursday to offer Iowa State 
students the experience to see 
how dairy goes from the farm 
to the table as well as listen 
to those from the industry ex-
plain their personal history 
with dairy.
Students were able to tour 
the Iowa State Dairy Farm and 
experience how dairy cows are 
cared for and maintained to 
provide healthy milk. Later, 
they were treated to dinner and 
were able to have their ques-
tions answered about what it 
is like to have a career in dairy.
“This is our third year spon-
soring this Day of Dairy with 
Iowa State,” said Trish Scorpio, 
vice president of integrated 
communications for Midwest 
Dairy Association. “People 
today are more interested than 
ever in where their food comes 
from. They want to know about 
local food and how it was pro-
duced, and so we really want 
to have that conversation with 
students.”
Students on the tour were 
able to see the care that is pro-
vided for the cows as well as the 
process of milking them. 
Mericia Boutchee, senior in 
food science, was one of the 
students who took the tour.
“I have been here doing re-
search before, but I just wanted 
to see more of the cows, and 
seeing the whole farm aspect,” 
Boutchee said.
Part of the experience was 
to introduce students to dairy 
and all of the different career 
opportunities that exist within 
the field.
“We can help introduce some 
different career opportunities 
to these students who might be 
trying to figure out what they 
want to do next,” Scorpio said. 
“We are just really hoping to 
show students how many great 
opportunities there are where a 
knowledge of dairy can be very 
helpful.”
After the tour of the dairy 
farm, the students listened to 
professionals speak about their 
experiences in the industry.
Kellee Mullen, a research as-
sociate for Kemin Industries, 
emphasized the importance 
of students taking advantage 
of the opportunities around 
them to experience different 
environments.
“Take all the opportunities 
you have while in school, all the 
different internships, summer 
jobs and jobs during the semes-
ter, try different things, so that 
helps you figure out what you 
want to do,” Mullen said.
Experiences like this one 
with the Midwest Dairy Associ-
ation and the Iowa State Dairy 
Farm can be very influential in 
helping a student decide what 
they want to pursue in their 
professional career.
“Seeing the cows and how 
everybody interacts with the 
cows just makes me want to 
be in a dairy department even 
more,” Boutchee said.
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It’s early spring and nights 
are barely reaching the low 
40s, so why would anyone 
with a warm bed to sleep in 
subject themselves to sleep-
ing outside?
Saturday night, Iowa 
State students and the Ames 
community will be doing 
just that at Jack Trice Sta-
dium in support of Reggie’s 
Sleepout.
Reggie’s Sleepout began 
in 2001 in honor of a home-
less youth named Reggie 
Kelsey, who aged out of the 
foster care system. 
This year is the first year 
Reggie’s Sleepout will take 
place at Iowa State and 
Drake University, who has 
hosted the event for over a 
decade.
At Reggie’s Sleepout, 
participants bring boxes, 
sleeping bags and tents to 
raise funds and awareness 
for child and youth home-
lessness in the community. 
People may use tape to keep 
their boxes together, but no 
staples or nails.
The sleepout aims to raise 
awareness of homelessness 
by simulating what it’s like 
to be homeless by sleep-
ing outside whatever the 
weather. In the case of rain, 
there will be covered shel-
ter available. Based on past 
years, they offer fi ve pieces 
of advice on their website:
•   Bring a tarp or layer of 
cardboard to put under 
your box, tent or sleep-
ing bag.
•   Do not bring a cot to 
sleep on. Cots actually 
are colder to sleep on 
than the ground.
•  Wear a hat – preferably 
wool – all night.
•  Wear clean, dry socks 
(again, wool is a good 
choice).
•   Bring extra sweatshirts, 
coats, blankets, etc.
They recognize that while 
sleeping outside for one 
night can’t truly replicate 
what it’s likely to be home-
less, they hope it provides 
insight into the lives of peo-
ple without homes.
Since its beginning, the 
sleepout has seen more than 
10,000 campers and raised 
more than $1.7 million. The 
goal for the Ames sleepout 
this Saturday is to have a 
thousand participants and 
raise $100,000. As of Thurs-
day night, they had raised 
nearly $75,000.
Funds raised will go to 
YSS, Assault Care Center Ex-
tending Shelter and Support 
(ACCESS) and Emergency 
Residence Project (ERP).
Food will be provided. 
Nic Wackerly/Iowa State Daily
Cows eating at the Iowa State dairy farm on Thursday. Day of Dairy allowed members of the Midwest Dairy Association to show people where their food comes from 
and learn more about its production.
Chris Jorgensen/Iowa State Daily
Reggie’s Sleepout is scheduled to take place from 3 p.m. Saturday 
to 7 a.m. Sunday at Jack Trice Stadium. It will be the first time the 
event takes place in Ames. 
In the spring of 2017, Iowa State had 
11,150 student users and 171 instructor 
users on Top Hat.
It was a surprise to many students 
when it was announced that the click-
ers would be replaced with a whole 
new site. However, many Iowa State 
faculty seem to like the system in their 
large classes.
A group of about 20 Iowa State fac-
ulty met Thursday at Morrill Hall to 
discuss the fundamentals of using Top 
Hat. The seminar, “Top Hat Learn-
ing Community,” was led by Cristina 
Bonaccorsi, chemistry lecturer, and 
Lesya Hassall, Center for Excellence in 
Learning and Teaching program co-
ordinator. Speakers Shannon Hostet-
ter, assistant professor of veterinary 
medicine, and Beth Caissie, assistant 
professor of geology and atmospheric 
sciences, joined them.
Top Hat is a web-based teaching 
platform that replaced students’ click-
ers. With Top Hat, students can log in 
to their account on their computers, 
phones and tablets to view teachers’ 
presentations, participate in live polls, 
take quizzes and track attendance.
The beginning of the seminar began 
with a slide on important formalities 
for instructors using Top Hat. The 
University Bookstore must be notifi ed 
if Top Hat is being used in a course, 
whether students are participating via 
subscription or for free.
Instructors are also allocated royal-
ties if they opt to author content in Top 
Hat slides, question packs, articles and 
course packs.
Despite Top Hat’s successes, some 
faculty have been experiencing prob-
lems with transferring their data from 
Top Hat’s system to Blackboard. The 
seminar showed attendees ways to 
successfully implement Top Hat into 
their classes.
To further discuss Top Hat, there will 
be another seminar on Apr. 26.
By Emily.Hammer
@iowastatedaily.com
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Benefi ts, 
drawbacks 
to TopHat
Day of Dairy educational
Homelessness affects lives of Iowa residents
Sleepout raises awareness, honors youth Ames community faces 
homeless epidemic
steps from the base of the 
bell tower. That instrument is 
called a carillon (pronounced 
care-eh-lawn).
Each day, at 11:30 a.m., 
Iowa State carillonneur Tin-
Shi  Tam approaches the 
base of the Campanile with 
sheet music in hand. Since 
1994, Tam has walked these 
steps 660,440 times to sit at 
the carillon. Once the sheet 
music is unfolded, her and 
legs gracefully move to hit 
the keys of the organ-like 
carillon to strike the solid 
brass bells.
“The bells have a voice, 
they have a sound,”Tam 
said. “It’s something you 
can share, the voice.”
The striking combines 
to form music that spreads 
across campus to accompa-
ny students scurrying about 
or running late for their next 
class.
“Everyone thinks that a 
little old lady with a hunch-
back is up here, but someone 
with a hunchback couldn’t 
get up here,” Tam said.
The Campanile has seen 
five keepers since its incep-
tion whose role is to “make 
sure the carillon is taken care 
of,” Tam said.
The job description also 
includes performing noon-
time concerts for the campus 
of 36,000 students.
In times past, the Campa-
nile required a golden key to 
unlock the entryway into the 
depths of the building’s soul. 
The first keeper of this key 
was Ira Schroeder. A table 
and a set of chairs can still be 
found in the heart of the bell 
tower from Schroeder’s time 
in the 1930s.
This period of time saw the 
birth of a school tradition, 
a tradition today known as 
Campaniling.
It is said that one is not 
truly a member of the Iowa 
State community until they 
have shared a kiss at the base 
of the Campanile at mid-
night. Rumor also has it that 
if a brick fell out of the Cam-
panile and hit your partner’s 
head during the episode of 
romance, your companion 
is a virgin.
Schroeder, who performed 
midnight concerts, returned 
to the base of the Campanile 
some evenings with more 
than a hundred couples leav-
ing.
Another time, Schroeder 
found a pile of Styrofoam 
bricks.
“Some students had fun 
with that one,” Schroeder 
said.
And once, he even admit-
ted to playing the Campanile 
nude on a particularly harsh 
Iowa August day.
The dawn
The winter is stark in Ames, 
but the Campanile shows its 
architectural beauty through 
the empty branches and 
clear sky.
It was a winter of par-
ticularly brutal weather in 
1899, the year of the birth 
for the Campanile, when a 
man helping with construc-
tion slipped and was caught 
by his ankles, saving him 
from falling to his death. The 
temperature was 10 degrees 
below zero.
That year also saw the 
birth of the bells. 
Scientifically tuned, the 
bells weight ranges from 400 
pounds to 3,600 pounds, 
courtesy of  Taylor Bell 
Foundry in England. Bryce 
Taylor, a member of the Tay-
lor family, visited Ames from 
overseas to view the newest 
spectacle within the carillon 
community.
Inside the looming Cam-
panile rang the 50 bells cour-
tesy of his family’s trade se-
cret; a secret that was once 
almost lost if not for Bryce’s 
grandfathers. The carillon 
became the Campanile’s 
most prominent talent.
To understand how the 
Campanile was established, 
flash backward 20 years to 
university faculty member 
Edgar Stanton’s winter wed-
ding.
“Mr. Welch was brighter 
than I,” his wife, Mary, said. 
“He guessed at once who it 
was when Mr. Stanton told 
him he was thinking of being 
married this winter.”
Margaret McDonald be-
came Margaret Stanton in 
1877, and the couple shared 
a life centered around three 
kids and campus life at Iowa 
State University.
Their time together was 
cut short when Margaret 
passed away, and Stanton 
dedicated a memorial to his 
late wife. The freestanding 
Campanile was built out of 
love and respect, and later 
transformed into a landmark 
of loyalty and pride.
Genesis
The rebirth of  spring 
brings with it a lawn sur-
rounding the bell tower pep-
pered with students throwing 
Frisbees and hanging from 
hammocks. Each spring also 
brings with it the reunion of 
the Carillon Foundation, the 
protectors of the Campanile, 
whose members are descen-
dants of Edgar Stanton.
“What an honor it is to 
have something to do with 
it,” Jennie Gromoll, great-
grandniece of Edgar and 
Margaret, said.
Without the foundation, 
the Campanile would have 
lost the whimsy of a live per-
former and switched to a 
dead core of digitally-com-
posed concerts.
T h e  f o u n d a t i o n  w a s 
started in 1954 by Gromoll’s 
grandfather, Arthur Pick-
ford Sr., to turn what initially 
started as a family donation 
into a family affair ensuring 
a fund to protect the soaring 
tower and its bells.
Today, the foundation in-
cludes family members from 
California to Washington, 
D.C.  as well as notable fig-
ures including Jeff Johnson, 
CEO of the Iowa State Alumni 
Association, and Des Moines 
Mayor Frank Cownie.
“We feel strongly about it; 
the same bells were heard by 
my relatives,” Gromoll said. 
“When you come back, it’s 
home.”
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AMPLIFY YOUR LIFE
WOODARD HEARING CENTERS
HEAR BETTER, LIVE BETTER
 
Woodard Hearing Centers’  
new revolutionary hearing  
aids capture all the sounds  
you need.
For 70 years, Woodard Hearing Centers have treated hearing loss 
by developing comprehensive hearing treatment plans to help 
patients bring back the sounds they miss most.  
Call today and Amplify Your Life!
(800) 233-4327 | AmplifyYourLife.com
RN’s, 
LPN’s & CNA’s 
NEEDED
Flexible Part Time, 
Full Time & Contract 
Work Available
CBS Staffing can set up a schedule to fit your life
Call: 515.334.7471
To apply online visit: 
www.cbsstaffing.org
Jackson Cleaning Service
Call us at 231-3649
•Residential Cleaning
•Getting Your Home
Ready For the Market
•Windows
•Deep Cleaning
• Sorority& Fraternity
References • Insured & Bonded • 27 Years Experience • Gift Cards Available
• RENTALS: 
Guaranteed Your Rental
Deposit Back!
MECUM.COMTIME TO CONSIGN
KANSAS CITY CONVENTION CENTER - KANSAS CITY, MO
MARCH 24-25, 2017  •  700 VEHICLES
www.1866GetAPro.com
CALL NOW 1-800-320-3984
CRP SEED BUYING TIPS
LONG TERM
800-582-2788  or  641-766-6790
Fax: 641-766-6795
john@prairieseedfarms.com
www.prairieseedfarms.com
Always buy your CRP seed from
Professional Seedsmen -
supplier of excellent quality seed.
37 
Years in 
Businessthe prairie experts
11009 542nd Street     Lucas, IA 50151
We Accept:
Check, MasterCard, Visa, Discover & Bank Letter of Credit
How You Can Avoid
7 Costly Mistakes if
Hurt at Work
Each year thousands of Iowans are hurt 
at work, but many fail to learn the Injured 
Workers Bill of Rights which includes: 
1. Payment of Mileage at $.54 per mile 
2. Money for Permanent Disability 
3. 2nd Medical Opinion in Admitted 
Claims. . . . A Bold New Book reveals 
your other rights, exposes insurance company secrets and much 
more. The book is being offered to you at no cost because since 
1997, Iowa Work Injury Attorney Corey Walker has seen the 
consequences of client’s costly mistakes. If you or a loved one have 
been hurt at work and do not have an attorney claim your copy 
(while supplies last) Call Now (800)-707-2552, ext. 311 (24 Hour 
Recording) or go to www.IowaWorkInjury.com.  Guarantee- 
Corey stands behind his book and if you do not learn at least one 
thing call us and we will donate $1,000 to your charity of choice.
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IF YOU HAD HIP OR KNEE 
REPLACEMENT SURGERY 
AND SUFFERED AN INFEC-
TION between 2010 and 
the present time, you may 
be entitled to compensa-
tion. Call Attorney Charles 
H. Johnson 1-800-535-5727 
(INCN)
GUN SHOW-March 31- April 
2, Central IA. Fairgrounds, 
Marshalltown. Friday 4-9pm 
Sat. 9am-5pm, Sunday 
9am-3pm. Large Selection 
of guns & ammunition for 
sale. Info: (563) 608-4401 
(INCN)
University Community 
Childcare needs assistant 
teachers to work with 
children 6 weeks - 11 years 
old.  Morning and noon 
hours needed. Eligibility for 
college work-study a plus. 
For more information and 
application go to www.
universitycommunitychild-
care.org or send message 
to ckgaedke@iastate.edu
Taxicab driver for Yellow 
Cab Company, set your own 
hours, earn up to $200/
day, Call  515-256-4508, or 
apply online at Yellowcab.
cab (INCN)
Class A CDL Drivers/
Tankers. Great Pay, Home 
Weekends, and Benefits! 
Potential of $60,000 plus 
per year! Contact Tony 608-
935-0915 Ext 16 www.qlf.
com (INCN)
Motor Coach Operator,  A 
or B CDL with passenger-
airbrake endorsement, 
Home daily- Full or Part 
time, competitive pay and 
benefits, call Randy 515-
244-4919 or www.transio-
wa.com/join.php (INCN)
Wynne Transport Service 
seeking Local/Regional 
Des Moines Area drivers. 
Day & night shifts available. 
$2000 Sign-On Bonus. Class 
A CDL with Tanker/Hazmat 
endorsements. 800-383-
9330 http://wynnetr.com/
Careers/Apply_Now/ (INCN)
ANNOUNCEMENTS
HELP WANTED
HELP WANTED
BELLS p1
Hannah Olson/Iowa State Daily
Tin-Shi Tam, associate professor of music, has been the carillonneur 
at Iowa State since 1994.
 Tyler Coffey/Iowa State Daily
Iain Crawford, junior in mechanical engineering, balances on a slack-
line on Central Campus on Sept. 28, 2016. 
Eliza Sibley/Iowa State Daily
The Campanile towers over a blanket of snow covering Central Cam-
pus after a heavy snowfall on Jan. 25, 2016. 
It is officially spring, and 
that means spring cleaning is 
among us. All over, people are 
focused on decluttering and 
getting more organized in their 
lives. As college students, it’s 
pretty easy for us to get into 
a pattern of mess and chaos, 
but what if we choose the or-
ganized path for ourselves and 
try to see what all that fuss was 
about?
“Unf*ck Your Habitat: You’re 
Better Than Your Mess,” by Ra-
chel Hoffman, is a book about 
becoming more organized in 
your daily life.  The mantra 
that is reiterated throughout 
the book is “away, not down.” 
Hoffman means, in this case, 
put away your items when you 
are done with them, don’t just 
put them down. 
Sounds easy enough, but 
how many times have you left 
your room a mess in a rush to 
catch the CyRide to make it to 
class on time?
One easy way to make your 
daily life more organized is 
getting into the habit of put-
ting things away. Hang up the 
outfits that didn’t make the 
cut, put away the dishes when 
the cycle is done and fold and 
put away the laundry right after 
it’s done.
Another thing that is pretty 
easy and doesn’t take a lot of 
time is making your bed. Mak-
ing your bed every morning 
helps you be more productive 
quicker, makes your room look 
cleaner and can help you sleep 
better by establishing a bed-
time routine. One simple step 
like this can be the start to your 
more organized life.
Being more organized can 
benefit you in many ways. Ac-
cording to an article by the 
Huffington Post, organized 
people are more goal-orient-
ed, more optimistic and more 
conscientious. They’re also 
decision-makers, they let go of 
perfectionism, they prepare, 
they ask for help, they “uni-
task,” they know when they do 
their best work and they de-
stress well. These are just a few 
positives associated with being 
a more organized person.
Taking these few easy steps 
to becoming more organized 
and having a less cluttered 
home can help you in your per-
sonal, professional and school 
life. Can you imagine keeping 
your calendar up to date and 
not being surprised by that 
15-page paper or those three 
exams you have next week? 
How nice will it be not having 
to hunt for your keys every 
morning?
As college students, we can 
benefit from a little more or-
ganization and less chaos. Yes, 
there are other ways to be suc-
cessful in life, but it doesn’t 
hurt for everything to be back 
in its place. 
Get your desk organized so 
you can start that paper right 
away, and keep the kitchen 
clean so it doesn’t distract you 
from reviewing those biology 
notes.
Adopting these new habits 
takes time and is not something 
that can be done overnight, but 
the potential benefits have no 
limits. 
Since I’ve started making my 
bed every morning, I’ve noticed 
that I pick up my room more 
often and spend less time dedi-
cated to “cleaning” because it’s 
already done for the most part. 
Keeping up with my calendar is 
a must; I’m lost without it.
I, for one, can benefit from 
being more organized, and I 
think all of us college students 
might too. So this spring, let’s 
get organized. Bring in these 
new habits; put things away — 
right away — make that bed, 
use that planner and help get 
yourself on track to get those 
good grades, reduce stress and 
anxiety and win all of these 
simple everyday battles that 
constantly confront us.
For better or worse, I’d like our next president to bring some real daring to the office. Some 
real views, some real beliefs, some 
real conviction and some real cour-
age to turn those beliefs into some 
real change.
Enough moping about. Yes, the 
university has got some serious is-
sues. Record enrollments are putting 
pressure on university infrastructure 
and services, impending budget cuts 
throw shade on each coming semester 
and our student body’s tensions run 
higher and higher each week by some 
social injustice.
But I don’t want to hear any more 
complaints from the university’s ad-
ministration about these things. No 
more concessions of helplessness. 
No more appeals to the regents. Stop 
passing the buck. I’d like our next 
president to take the weight on his or 
her shoulders as a true leader should.
In return, I am willing to give this 
person a chance. I am willing to suffer 
some mistakes and some missteps so 
long as something real is being done. 
I am willing to give this person some 
leeway. So long as our administration 
has got the pluck to take a step out 
of its comfort zone, and the nerve to 
make some people unhappy in the 
short run for the long run’s greater 
good, I am willing to suffer the learn-
ing pains.
“Do nothing, say nothing, and be 
nothing, and you’ll never be criti-
cized.”
This is the most damaging kind 
of cowardice. Iowa State University 
ought to be so much more than what it 
now is. It ought to push its boundaries. 
It ought to be a leader in something 
that can’t be measured in enrollment 
figures or job placement rates or dol-
lars and cents. These are some impor-
tant metrics, but they paint only half 
of the picture. A university ought to 
be more — a university ought to lead 
our society’s discussions. A university 
ought to be a place for students to live, 
learn and grow.
I’d like our next president to take a 
stance. A stance more than just a few 
wishy-washy email appeals. A real, 
tactile stance that leads to action. 
This is the only way our community 
can move forward; and though the 
way forward might mean hiccups 
and trip-ups and wrong turns — the 
alternative is stagnation. And a stag-
nate university isn’t really a university 
at all.
President Leath claims in his resig-
nation letter “I leave with a promise 
fulfilled, and that was to leave the 
university better than I inherited 
it. I leave with Iowa State achieving 
record enrollment, retention rates, 
graduation rates, job placement rates 
as well as records in fundraising and 
research funding, and numerous other 
metrics.”
But I remain unconvinced he actu-
ally left the university a better place 
for its students. Or can that not be 
measured so easily? In the year and 
change prior to his departure, Leath’s 
administration was under almost con-
stant heated fire for his perceived lack 
of understanding in many student and 
community issues.
I’d like our next president willing to 
really put him or herself out there with 
respect to these sort of issues. To come 
up with a stance and plan of action, 
and get to work. No excuses, no com-
plaints, no explanations. In regard to 
these contentious issues — for better 
or worse — I’d like our next president 
to accomplish something meaningful. 
This is the way forward.
It’s a poor excuse to claim the of-
fice of the president is capable of 
only so much. No, they are not just a 
fundraiser or manager. They are their 
constituents’ leader and ambassador, 
and to act as anything less would be 
simple negligence.
The hardest kinds of decisions to 
make are the unquantifiable ones. The 
ones laced in uncertainty. The ones 
that can’t be made without invoking 
criticism and making some people 
unhappy. But these are also the most 
necessary kinds of decisions — and 
President Leath didn’t make enough 
of them.
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Reggie’s sleepout takes place from 3 p.m. Sat-
urday to 7 a.m. Sunday at Jack Trice Stadium.
Support 
services for 
homeless 
youth
Lyn Keren/Iowa State Daily
Columnist Felker argues Iowa State’s next president needs to exhibit a more dynamic set of leadership qualities than does the soon-to-be former ISU president 
Steven Leath.
Iowa State’s next president
Daring, willing to 
take a stance and a 
strong leader
By Alex.Felker
@iowastatedaily.com
Improve organization, reduce chaos 
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For many of us, homelessness is not 
something we have dealt with or will 
ever have to deal with. Yet, it is still an 
issue that faces our nation, our state 
and our community — and specifically 
affects American children.
Youth between the ages of 12 and 
17 are more at risk for homelessness 
than adults, according to the National 
Conference of State Legislatures. About 
50,000 youth in the United States sleep 
on the street for six months or more, 
according to the National Alliance to 
End Homelessness (NAEH). Many of 
these children are running away from 
abuse, their identities as LGBTQ+ not 
being accepted by their parents and 
other problems associated with poor 
home life.
Whether or not you plan to attend 
Reggie’s Sleepout — an event where 
people will sleep at Jack Trice stadium 
to raise money to help homeless youth 
— understanding the prevalence of 
youth homelessness and doing what 
you can to help with the issue is im-
portant.
By way of the “American Dream,” 
every child deserves a chance to pur-
sue their dreams and obtain success in 
their life. Furthermore, they deserve to 
be nurtured and educated — and they 
certainly should not have to face abuse 
or hate from their families that are sup-
posed to raise them into healthy, happy 
American citizens.
Homeless youth are more likely 
to participate in high-risk activities 
such as drugs or unprotected sex, 
more likely to suffer from mental and 
physical health problems, more likely 
to exchange sex for resources and are 
less likely to succeed in school. If this 
isn’t enough to make you care about 
this problem, then you should care 
because a strong youth population 
leads to stronger communities that can 
benefit all of us.
The NAEH suggests that communi-
ties can combat youth homelessness by:
- Improving the crisis response.
- Prioritizing family reunification or 
support as the initial intervention.
- Expanding the reach and effective-
ness of transitional living programs.
- Improving data collection and per-
formance measurement.
- Collaborating with mainstream 
systems such as child welfare and ju-
venile justice.
Reggie’s Sleepout helps to fund or-
ganizations that provide such services.
“The funds raised from Reggie’s 
Sleepout are used for programs to help 
homeless youth transition to lives as 
successful and productive members 
of the community,” according to its 
website.
In the past, the event has helped raise 
more than $1 million to fund Youth 
and Shelter Services, Assault Care 
Center Extending Shelter and Support 
and Emergency Residence Project. 
The event will take place from 3 p.m. 
Saturday to 7 a.m. Sunday at Jack Trice 
Stadium.
By Angelica.Lawson
@iowastatedaily.com
Illustration by Madison Pincombe/Iowa State Daily
Columnist Lawson makes the case for a thorough spring cleaning. For students, especially, this kind of organization can pay off 
in an academic sense. 
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www.uniqueames.com2110 Cottonwood Rd. 
Pet friendly
Free parking w/ Garages Avaliable
Wine fridge
Washer/dryer
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Stainless appliances
55” Mounted Smart-TV
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There are two types of quarterbacks.
Some, like Peyton Manning, are business-
like. They make reads, stay in the pocket as 
much as possible and try to make the simple 
play.
Others fling the ball all across the field, 
scramble out of the pocket and rely on pure 
athleticism and talent to get the job done.
Jacob Park is definitely among the second 
type. His backyard style of quarterbacking 
can have its ups and downs, but one of the 
positives is confidence.
“You play in high school, Big 12, NFL, it’s 
all the same,” Park said. “You can only do so 
many things and you can only put so many 
people in so many different places.
“Football is football, man. Whether it’s Big 
12, it doesn’t matter, it’s all the same.”
Park, who wasn’t on campus at this time 
last year, is going through spring practices 
for the first time. He called spring “the time to 
perfect things.” With Joel Lanning moving to 
the defensive side of the ball, the quarterback 
job should be Park’s.
He had about a month to go through prac-
tices with the team last fall before he played in 
his first game. This year, having preparation, 
Park said he thinks 2017 will be different.
“It’ll be night and day from last season,” 
Park said.
Quarterbacks coach Jim Hofher said he’s 
seen a lot of growth from Park this spring.
“I think Jacob, who didn’t have the benefit 
of spring ball a year ago, didn’t even have the 
benefit in the beginning of a training camp, 
is showing so many signs of carryover from 
the fall,” Hofher said. “And understanding of 
any new concepts if there are any … he’s been 
doing a really good job.”
While Park’s quarterbacking style is benefi-
cial in some ways, maturation has been the 
focus this spring.
“He loves football,” Hofher said. “And he 
takes great pride in being as good a quarter-
back as he can be.”
With Park likely taking the role as Iowa 
State’s QB1, the backup job is open for grabs. 
Two players — Zeb Noland and Kyle Kempt 
— have emerged in that race.
Noland, who will be a redshirt freshman in 
the fall, tore his ACL last year and missed the 
2016 season. He said he’s about 80 percent 
healthy.
“I can do everything but live periods,” No-
land said. “I can run, my cutting’s a little iffy 
but I’m coming along just fine.”
The biggest hurdle for Noland will be re-
gaining confidence in his knee.
“I think it’s just trusting myself to make 
every cut, make every play that I did before I 
got hurt,” Noland said.
With varying personalities and a wide range 
of strengths and weaknesses, discussions and 
practices can be rather interesting for the 
quarterbacks.
“Zeb’s the young one, he gets kind of fiery 
at times,” Park said. “Kyle’s the genius. And 
then me, you know, I just play.”
By Aaron.Marner
@iowastatedaily.com
The Iowa State tennis team (15-2, 1-0 Big 
12) is off to its best start in school history. But 
with all the success, the Cyclones still have 
their work cut out for them heading into their 
first Big 12 test.
“[The Big 12] has 10 teams in the top 100, 
6 teams in the top 50, so its probably the best 
conference we have had so far, so its going 
to be tough,” coach Armando Espinosa said. 
“We’re going to give it a shot. We have nothing 
to lose. It’s been a very successful year.”
In the past three years, the Cyclones have 
gone 5-22 in Big 12 play, including three 
straight losses against the Kansas Jayhawks 
(9-4, 1-1 Big 12). But they have found success 
against the Kansas State Wildcats (9-8, 0-2 Big 
12), winning two out of the last three matches.
The Cyclones will travel south to take on 
Kansas State and Kansas this weekend.
Iowa State will begin the weekend Friday 
when it takes on Kansas State.
The Wildcats are led by Livia Cirnu, who 
boasts a 13-3 record and is currently unde-
feated in Big 12 play in singles. The Wildcats 
have struggled in doubles, where they have a 
20-20 record.
“We give them a lot of respect,” Espinosa 
said. “They are a very underrated team ... they 
are very good.”
Some players like Erin Freeman, who trans-
ferred to Iowa State, haven’t had very much 
Big 12 experience but still know what needs 
to be done.
“If we continue to play the way we have 
been playing, high energy and leave it out on 
the court, we should be good against Kansas 
State,” Freeman said.
Iowa State will get a one-day break when it 
travels to Lawrence, Kansas, to take on Kansas 
on Sunday afternoon.
Kansas is headed by a trio of dominating 
players, led by Anastasia Rychagova, who is 
19-5, including seven wins against ranked 
opponents. Maria Toran Ribes, 17-9, and Nina 
Khmelnitckaia, 15-6, round off the group.
This success in singles has translated into 
doubles, where the Jayhawks have gone 98-
58 in all doubles matches this season. The 
Cyclones have a tall order in store if they want 
to take down Kansas.
“They are very tough,” Espinosa said. “I 
think they are ranked 24th in the country. If 
we are able to get past K-State, we really have 
nothing to lose. We can just go out there and 
swing.”
Freeman said the Cyclones need to look at 
Kansas like it’s just another team.
“Regardless of record, regardless of what 
they have done in the past, we should just 
go into it as just another team to play,” Free-
man said.
No matter what team the Cyclones face, 
they know they must put in the effort in order 
to get anything out of the games.
“We have to be on top of everything,” An-
nabella Bonadonna said. “We just need to 
give our 100 percent in every game no matter 
who we face.”
Tyler Coffey/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State quarterback Jacob Park drops back for a pass against 
Oklahoma on Nov. 3, 2016, at Jack Trice Stadium. 
Tennis prepares for first Big 12 test
By Andrew.Smith
@iowastatedaily.com
Dalton Gackle/Iowa State Daily
Iowa State senior Samantha Budai, right, returns a ball during a spring 2015 match against Oklahoma State. Budai and the Cyclones will compete against Kansas and Kansas State this weekend. 
Jacob Park 
working on 
perfecting 
his game
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With tax season already in full swing, 
police are advising those who have yet to 
file to do so soon. Otherwise, Ames Police 
Cmdr. Geoff Huff said they may receive 
some frightening news from the IRS.
“We suggest filing your taxes as soon as 
you can before someone else tries to,” Huff 
said. “But at this point, we’re way into tax 
season, so (unfortunately) it’s almost like 
it’s too late anyway.”
Huff said police receive numerous calls 
from people every year saying the IRS in-
formed them that their taxes have already 
been filed. So far Huff said there have only 
been five or six such calls, but as the April 
15 deadline approaches, he said they will 
undoubtedly receive more.
“The closer we get to April 15, the more 
of these we’ll see; I guarantee it,” Huff said.
Last year alone, he said there must have 
been 25 to 30 cases in Ames of someone 
having their taxes filed already. He said 
scammers usually obtain enough informa-
tion to file the return, and have it sent to 
a different address. Huff said the biggest 
challenge about the incidents is that police 
really do not have much advice other than 
for people to file their tax returns as soon 
as possible.
“There’s nothing you can really do until 
you know that someone’s already filed it,” 
Huff said. “You don’t really know you’re a 
victim until you know you’re a victim.”
Huff said police also hear about scam-
mers posing as the IRS in an attempt to get 
people to pay money into an account.
“It’s hard to believe that (this scam) 
works, but it does,” Huff said. “It’s just one 
of those unfortunate incidents, because you 
don’t even know until you’ve sent your stuff 
in, and the IRS says, ‘Hey, we’ve already got 
a tax return.’”
The annual Ames Eco Fair will 
be on Saturday, giving residents 
the chance to learn more about 
conservation efforts, energy use 
and ways to reduce their carbon 
footprint.
The fair will be from 9 a.m. to 
1 p.m. at the Community Cen-
ter Gymnasium, 515 Clark Ave. 
The event will include booths, 
vendors, activities and displays 
focusing on how residents can 
conserve energy, reduce waste 
and lower their carbon footprint, 
according to a press release.
Steve Wilson, “The Energy 
Guy” with Ames Electric Servic-
es, said the event will be a good 
way for local families to spend a 
day learning about conservation 
and sustainability.
“I think it’s important that 
the community stay connected, 
if you will, to what the city is 
doing,” Wilson said. “It’s also 
important for folks to know what 
to do. 
“Sometimes we’re confused 
about what we need to be do-
ing to save energy or what the 
impact of our decisions might 
have on future generations. So 
we want to make sure that the 
community is kept up to speed 
with everything they need to 
know and do to be sustainable.”
Wilson said the Eco Fair will 
feature educational and fun 
activities for children, as well as 
information exhibits for adults. 
Participants will have the op-
portunity to talk with city of 
Ames staff, interact with vendors 
and learn about energy-saving 
products and services.
The fair will also provide all 
types of conservation materials, 
vendor information and energy-
saving tips.
Additionally, the event pro-
vides a broad array of conserva-
tion information including dis-
plays about the city of Ames Eco 
Smart programs, which include 
electricity, water, watershed and 
trash, according to the press 
release.
Vendors and organizations 
from around the community and 
Iowa State University will par-
ticipate in the event. Attendees 
can register to win a variety of 
prizes encouraging conservation 
practices.
The event will also feature a 
collection of electric vehicles at 
the Zion’s Ag Finance parking lot 
on Fifth Street. The display will 
include a BMW i3 REX, Chevrolet 
Volt and Tesla Model S.
The Eco Fair is a free, family-
friendly event that promotes 
sustainability education and 
information through displays, 
booths, conversations and ac-
tivities.
“It truly is an educational op-
portunity, that’s I think ultimate-
ly our goal, but it also helps folks 
know a little bit more about what 
the city has to offer and what the 
city’s doing,” Wilson said.
After going without one 
for seven years, the Ames 
Community School District 
is looking to hire a human 
resources director.
Superintendent Tim Tay-
lor currently fulfills most of 
the human resources direc-
tor duties along with serving 
as superintendent. 
He was the associate su-
perintendent for human 
resources before taking the 
top job in 2010, and back 
then, the district was facing 
a $3.5 million budget cut. So 
instead of hiring a replace-
ment, he kept the human 
resources responsibilities.
“Each year after that, be-
cause of our enrollment and 
a lack of state aid, it was im-
possible at that point to ex-
pect that we could add back 
a position like that when we 
were increasing class sizes 
and reducing teaching staff,” 
he said Wednesday.
But this school year, en-
rollment in Ames went up 
12 students from 2015-16. 
State-appropriated money 
is allocated on a per-student 
basis based on the previous 
year’s enrollment, so the 
district will receive more 
state money for the 2017-18 
school year. 
Last month, Taylor said 
the 1.11 percent increase in 
state funding, approved by 
the Legislature, would bring 
$351,825 more to the general 
fund.
“Whenever your enroll-
ment is up, you generally 
have additional general fund 
expenditures to (add a posi-
tion),” he said.
The new human resources 
director will start work on 
July 1. According to the on-
line job posting, candidates 
should have at least eight 
years of “successful” experi-
ence in education, preferably 
in a district or school’s ad-
ministration. Among other 
responsibilities, the director 
will assign all 630 district staff 
members to their positions, 
oversee personnel records, 
handle complaints and serve 
as the chief negotiator for the 
district during the collective 
bargaining process.
The position’s starting sal-
ary is listed at $98,000, and 
the director will report to 
Taylor. As of Wednesday, 
he said eight or nine people 
had applied for the job. Can-
didates have until April 17 
to apply.
At the Feb. 27 school board 
meeting, concerned parents 
and community members 
submitted a petition that 
asked for more transparency 
and accountability from the 
district. It also requested 
the creation of a human re-
sources director separate 
from Taylor.
On Wednesday, though, 
Taylor said the petition 
wasn’t the reason behind 
the job opening. The school 
board has been asking him 
to add the position for the 
past three years, but he had 
to prioritize, he said. The hu-
man resources director even 
appeared on the budget for 
the 2017 fiscal year, but he 
had to remove it to hire more 
teachers.
“I elected not to fill it be-
cause, again, we were in a 
position where it was, ‘Do 
I hire an HR person or do 
I hire the three additional 
teachers that we needed 
to take care of some of our 
classrooms ...?’” he said.
For Helen Blitvich, the 
parent who presented the 
petition to the school board, 
it didn’t matter that the de-
cision was made separate 
of the petition, which said 
decision-making power was 
too concentrated between 
Taylor and Associate Super-
intendent Mandy Ross.
Blitvich was “just glad” the 
position has returned. She 
was, however, concerned 
that prior human resources 
experience was not listed as a 
requirement for the position.
Regardless of experience, 
the new director will lessen 
the burden on Taylor. He 
estimated that his human 
resources responsibilities 
take up 50 to 60 percent of 
time on the job, and that’s 
with delegating some of the 
work to Ross and the dis-
trict’s principals.
Plus, overseeing district 
personnel means that as-
sorted crises, whether it be 
civil rights complaints, ter-
minations or resignations, 
immediately shoot to the top 
of Taylor’s to-do list, post-
poning other tasks.
“It’s just something in or-
der to prepare for the future, 
and it’s something that’s go-
ing to allow not only myself 
but some other people on 
the staff who have picked up 
those responsibilities to get 
back to their main focus,” 
he said.
Speaking of the future, 
Taylor conceded he won’t 
serve as superintendent for-
ever, and adding this posi-
tion now could make his job 
more appealing to whoever 
his successor might be.
“When I do decide that 
I’m going to retire, one of 
the things that’s going to be 
really important is they will 
have difficulty hiring an-
other superintendent in this 
district who also wants to be 
the HR person,” he said. “It’s 
just too much.”
Police: File taxes soon
By Grayson Schmidt
Staff writer, Ames Tribune
File taxes early to avoid 
being a victim of fraud
CITY PREPARES FOR ECO FAIR
By Austin Harrington
Staff writer, Ames Tribune
Photo courtesy of Ian Searles
Ames residents talk with hosts at the Ames Eco Fair on April 2, 2015.
Ames schools seeking to add HR director
By Austin Cannon
Staff writer, Ames Tribune
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Planning to take some summer classes at ISU?  Once your schedule is finalized, you can submit a 
Summer Aid Application in AccessPlus.
Summer Aid Application Available Now!
APPLY NOW!
Roy J. Carver Scholarship
In honor of Roy J. Carver, who achieved success through initiative and hard work,
Twenty $5200 scholarships will be awarded for 2017-2018
Please join us on Wednesday
April 12th, From 7:30-10:30 a.m.
Ground floor Beardshear Hall
We will be serving “Breakfast on the Go!”
Free Food and Door Prizes!!
(for ISU students - must be employed on or off-campus)
Everyone who registers will be in the drawing for top prizes
Congratulations to our  2017 Student Employee of the Year
Jackie Mesenbrink
2017 Students of Distinction
Benjamin Link, Allie Polk, Duncan Westphal
ELIGIBLITY REQUIREMENTS
* Iowa resident for 5 years or Iowa high school grad
* 2.80 cumulative GPA
* Junior status as of Fall 2017
* Demonstrate financial need by filling the FAFSA Prior to December 1st
*Social/other barrior to attending college full-time 
Apply online at: www.carvertrust.org by April 1st  
For questions call: 515-294-0103
As part of celebrating National Financial Literacy Month, the Student Loan Education Office will be hosting 
a two part “Lunch & Learn” workshop this Spring at the Seasons Harvest Room and MU. These workshops 
will help you learn the tools needed to help create a financial plan for college, provide guidance on the 
student loan repayment process, credit basics, and more!  All students are welcome to attend.
LUNCH & LEARN WORKSHOP
Session #1 Financial Planning as a College Student – Learn How to Prepare for the 2017-18 Year  
***Must use meal plan, or purchase a meal to attend this workshop***
Mon. April 17, 12:00 PM—1:00 PM, Seasons Harvest Room  
Thurs. April 20, 12:30—1:30 PM, Seasons Harvest Room  
Session #2 Your Guide to the Student Loan Repayment Process and Credit Basics
Tues. April 25, 12:30 PM—1:30 PM, Gallery Room, MU
 Wed. April 26, 12:00 PM—1:00 PM, Room 3512, MU
For more information, contact our office at 515-294-0677, or loaneducation@iastate.edu 
National Student Employment Week Open House
2017-2018
